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PROTECTING OUR BRAND
The Renasant Bank brand reflects security and reliability and
ultimately conveys our mission to fully understand the wants
and needs of our clients and communities. Our brand is the
cornerstone of our identity, and to ensure its integrity and
maximize market penetration, strict visual and stylistic
standards are needed to generate consistency across the
bank's footprint.

OUR LOGO
The Renasant Logo can be adapted to fit a variety of color applications. These are a few ways to acceptably manipulate our
brand colors to best fit your project's specific needs.

Primary Usage:
The three-color standard-layout logo with white
text over one of the blues from Renasant's color
palette is preferred .
Use this configuration whenever possible.

IRENASANT
BANK

IRENASANT
BANK

Secondary:
When primary usage is impractical, such as use
on white or light backgrounds, use the
three-color standard-layout logo with RNST Dark
Blue text.

One-Color Applications:
When using the Renasant logo in a one-color
application, RNST Dark Blue is the preferred color.

On medium to dark backgrounds, use a white logo.

IRENASANT
BANK

In black and white applications, use 100% black
on a white background. Do not use shades of
gray. If a black background must be used, use a
white logo.
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LOGO WITH TAGLINE
The Renasant Logo may also appear in conjunction with Renasant's tag line, Understanding You.
The aforementioned guidelines apply to these applications as well - however, additional rules apply to the Understanding
You tag line itself.
The Understanding You tag line must be accompanied by the® registered trademark symbol when used in conjunction with
the Renasant Logo. The tagline should not be accompanied by the® symbol when used as a headline or otherwise
separated from the Renasant logo.

Logo/ Tag line Layouts:
The primary Renasant Bank logo may be
accompanied by the Understanding You tagline in
either a horizontal or vertical layout. Use the
layout that best fits the application and allows for
sufficient clear space (see p. 6 for clear space
requirements).

~RENASANT
BANK

~RENASANT
BANK

~ RENASANT

IRENASANT I

UnderstandingYou.

IRENASANT I

UnderstandingYou.

IRENASANT I

UnderstandingYou.

BANK

BANK

IRENASANT I

UndemandingYou.

IRENASANT

Understanding You.

BANK

BANK

BANK

Tagline Color:
The proper color for the Understanding You
tagline depends upon the background color used.
Use of either RNST Light Blue or RNST Dark Blue
is preferred, but other colors from the Renasant
color palette may be used as long as legibility is
maintained. Multiple examples are provided here;
if the proper color selection for your application is
unclear, please contactthe Renasant Marketing
team for guidance.

BANK

If using the horizontal layout, the vertical dividing
line should be the same color as the
Understanding You tag line.
IRENASANT I
BANK

UndOfStandingYou.

IRENASANT

Understanding You.

BANK
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LOGO CLEAR SPACE
To maintain the integrity of our logo, we must adhere to all sizing and clear space
requirements. This protects against excessive cluttering around the logo form and
provides our logo a level of distinction greater than that of any extraneous graphical
elements. For our logo, we require clear space equal to the height of the RENASANT
lettering in our logo (labeled as "x" below). We require the same clear space in
applications that include the tag line.
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LOGO PROPORTIONS
When resizing our logo, you must maintain its specific proportions. Always ensure
that the aspect ratio is locked within your graphics program and never manipulate
the size of our logo's individual components.

IRENASANT
BANK

>> IRENASANT
BANK

' * I ·~
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UNACCEPTABLE USAGE
Any unacceptable use of the Renasant Bank logo will be subject to rejection of
payment. The following instructions address frequently asked questions regarding
logo usage; however, they do not encompass all possible violations:

Do not alter the proportions of our logo.

Do not reconfigure or redraw our logo.

BANK

Do not rotate our logo.

Do not reset or alter the type
contained within our logo.

•

Never reproduce, alter or redraw the Renasant Bank logo, including any
individual elements of the design.

•

The logo must always appear in its whole form in any and all applications.

•

Under no circumstance can users isolate individual elements from the design.

•

The logo and its elements should not be rearranged, rotated, animated,
shadowed, or rendered in three-dimensional form without prior authorization
from Renasant Marketing.

Do not place our logo inside
another shape .

•
Do not separate or remove any
individual components from
our logo.
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POINTS OF REFERENCE
To ensure clarity of communication regarding individual components of the Renasant Bank logo, please follow the guide below.

Flame Container

Wordmark

Separator

RENlsANT

I

Flame

Dividing Line

Understar ding You.

B~K
Department Word mark

Tagline

DEPARTMENT LOGOS
A select group of departments has logos designed for marketing efforts specific to their services. These are developed at
the request and approval of the Renasant Marketing department and are subject to the applicable standards in this
document, as well as additional guidelines specifically created for each logo form . Some of these department logos are
shown below.

IRENASANT

IRENASANT

IRENASANT

CORPORATION

MORTGAGE LENDING

FINANCIAL SERVICES

IRENASANT

IRENASANT

IRENASANT

INSURANCE

ASSET MANAGEMENT

PRIVATE CLIENT

IRENASANT

IRENASANT

IRENASANT

ROOTS

CREDIT DIVISION

INVESTMENT SERVICES
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TYPOGRAPHY
The consistent use of typography plays an incredibly important role in ensuring a cohesive branded experience. We utilize
a variety of typefaces depending on their medium, placement and overall hierarchy.
Trajan Pro Bold is used only in the Renasant logo.
Do not use Trajan Pro Bold for other applications without prior approval from Renasant Marketing.
TRAJAN PRO BOLD

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQ_RSTUVWXYZ

1234567890
Univers LT Std is the primary typeface for the Renasant brand.
Various weights of the typeface are used for nearly all Renasant print applications. Univers LT Std 57 Condensed is used for
most text, including body copy and disclosure text. Univers LT Std 67 Bold Condensed is used in all caps for headlines, and
in sentence case for subheadlines and copy that requires emphasis. Oblique versions of both weights may be used as
necessary.
Univers LT Std 57 Condensed
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Univers LT Std 67 Bold Condensed
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Glypha LT Std 55 Bold is used exclusively for Renasant Mortgage Lending headlines and subheadlines.

Glypha LT Std 55 Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
Archivo Narrow Bold and Muli Regular are used exclusively for Web as alternatives to Univers.
Archivo Narrow Bold is used for headlines and section headers, and Muli is used for copy.
Archivo Narrow Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefgh ij kl mnopq rstuvwxyz
1234567890

Muli Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890
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COLOR PALETTE
Our logo consists of two primary colors: RNST Dark Blue and RNST Flame Green. RNST Flame Green is primarily used
within the logo. Outside of the logo, color usage should consist mostly of our shades of blue.

RNST Dark Blue
Pantone® 7693 C*
CMYK 100, 80, 26, 10
RGB 20, 70, 123
HEX #15467B

RNST Flame Green
Pantone® 334 C*
CMYK 100, 11, 68, 2
RGB 0, 151, 121
HEX #009779

RNST Light Blue
Pantone® 2995 C*
CMYK 70, 16, 0, 0
RGB 42,168,224
HEX #2AA8E0

RNST Medium Blue
Pantone® 285 C*
CMYK 89, 51, 7, 0
RGB 0, 115, 177
HEX #0073B1

RNSTNavy
Pantone® 289 C*
CMYK 100, 78, 48, 54
RGB 0, 38, 61
HEX #00263D

At times, you may see additional colors used in some of our footprint-wide marketing materials. These are incorporated for
specific uses and should not be used without explicit permission from a member of the Renasant Marketing department.

RNST Sky Blue
Pantone® 2975 C*
CMYK 39, 2, 5, 0
RGB 150,212,234
HEX #96D4E8

RNST Midnight
Pantone® 296 C*
CMYK 100, 46, 34, 90
RGB 0, 14,31
HEX #OOOElF

•

RNST Magenta
Pantone® 225 C*
CMYK 0, 100, 0, 0
RGB 236, 70, 140
HEX #EC008C

RNST Dark Green
Pantone® 7729 C*
CMYK 100, 11, 68, 50
RGB 0, 93, 73
HEX #005D49

RNSTMint
Pantone® 331 C*
CMYK 32, 0, 19, 0
RGB 171,220,212
HEX #ABDCD4

RNST Warm Neutral
Pantone® 475 C*
CMYK 0, 16, 19, 0
RGB 253,217, 198
HEX #FDD9C6

In any case where black or white is needed, the following values should be used:
Black
Pantone®Black 6 C*
CMYK 0, 0, 0, 100
RGB 0,0,0
HEX #000000

White
Pantone® N/A
CMYKO, 0, 0, 00
RGB 255,255,255
HEX #FFFFFF

• Closest match available. Pantone®colors are intended tor spot-color
printing. CMYK colors are intended tor print use only. RGB and HEX are
tor screen applications such as web, email and mobile apps.
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PATTERNS
Patterns serve as a versatile asset in a brand to provide texture, framing, and visual interest.

Cube Grid

Platform Grid

Gemstones

Interlocked Hexagons

Diagonal Dot Grid

Silver Waves
(Renasant Private Client Only)
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WRITING STYLE
In addition to visual consistency, it's vital to maintain a cohesive writing style throughout all brand materials.
Consider the following guidelines when writing for internal or external audiences:
•

When comparing values, use the terms "more than" and "less than" instead of "over" and "under."
Example: 04 saw an increase in deposits totaling more than $4 million.

•

When referring to Renasant Bank account holders (or anyone who uses a Renasant Bank product) use "clients,"
rather than "customers" the majority of the time. A customer is a person who buys goods and services
from a company, while a client looks for professional service from the company.
Example of when to use "clients": We strive to understand our clients' lives and the communities they live in.
Example of when to use "customers": We had 15 customers sign up for mobile banking today.

•

Do not use the Oxford comma, an optional comma before the word "and" or "or" at the end of a list of items.
Example: Renasant Bank offers premium checking accounts, lending options and innovative online banking services.

•

Treat "cell phone" as two separate words in any instance (as opposed to "cellphone").
Example: Renasant's mobile banking app gives you uninhibited access to your finances right from your cell phone.

•

Always write in the active voice rather than the passive voice. This sets an energetic, rather than lethargic, tone.
Example: "We always do our homework," rather than, "Our homework is always done."

•

Do not end sentences with prepositions.

•

Do not use absolute words or phrases such as: "Everyone knows" " We always" "Everything," or " Never."

•

Phone numbers should be written with periods between each segment, rather than dashes or parentheses.
Example: Call Renasant at 800.680.1601 for more information.

•

Website addresses should be written without the "www." prefix.
Example: Visit renasantbank.com to open your account today.

•

If space permits, all words in physical addresses should be written out in their entirety when listed in
print advertisements.
Example: 209 Troy Street
Tupelo, Mississippi 38804
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BRAND ELEMENT REQUESTS AND INQUIRIES
Please contact Renasant Marketing for official Renasant logo and pattern files. Access to
these graphics is granted on a case-by-case basis and is subject to all guidelines
aforementioned in this document.
Working design files will not be shared with individuals within, or departments of,
Renasant Bank. These files are considered to be property of the Renasant Marketing
department, and their official use is held entirely at its discretion.
Renasant Bank periodically will evaluate and, if necessary, recommend revision of the
visual identity standards. Requests for exceptions to these standards should be submitted
to the Director of Marketing & Public Relations via normal administrative channels.
Questions concerning the use of the Renasant Bank logo and other approved Renasant
symbols, colors or patterns should be addressed to:
John S. Oxford, CFMP
Director of Marketing
& Public Relations
Senior Vice President
Renasant Bank
209 Troy Street
Tupelo, MS 38804
Email : joxford@renasant.com
Office: 662.680.1219
Mobile: 662.801 .7473
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